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Publisher’s Note
Welcome to ionOklahoma, one of Oklahoma’s fastest growing digital online

“Like” us on facebook
facebook.com/pages/
IonOklahoma-Online

follow us on twitter
@IonOklahoma

lifestyle magazines and news-entertainment website. We are actively reporting
about Oklahoma people, events, and style. The majority of our loyal readers
download FREE every issue on their computers, tablets, and mobile devices. Once
each issue is downloaded it becomes very easy to access and read at any
convenient time in the future.
The ion weekend edition of things to do in Oklahoma has been well received
and is creating an increase of website of nearly 33%. Every Thursday by 9am we
are emailing our readers Eye On The Weekend describing 12 fun upcoming
weekend events you and your family may want to attend.
Also, at ionOklahoma we are creating a weekly restaurant review edition that
will involve 4-8 restaurants located in the metro. This edition will be emailed to
our ion subscribers every Tuesday by 9am.
The restaurant review will include a 300-400 word feature review describing
the menu and food being offered from each restaurant.
This edition we are naming Bon Appetit Oklahoma and What’s Cooking From
ionOklahoma.
Please send your feedback regarding each of these new editions
We are very excited about the upcoming NBA Thunder Season and will be
writing a weekly edition and updates about not only the 41 home games, but
other behind the scenes feature stories that other publications don’t write about.
We would like to extend our gratitude to all our loyal followers in central
Oklahoma and encourage you to give us feedback. Please email your feature story
ideas, thoughts, or suggestions.
Sincerely
Don Swift
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The Fear of His Passion
For 30 years Al Bostick has fought the fear of his passion
and lived his dream as an artist in Oklahoma.
by LINDA MILLER

O
COVER

ne week, Al Bostick is dressed
in colorful garb and enthralling
children with stories about
black cowboys or African
princesses. The next week, he might be
coaching an acting class or writing a
children’s play or performing in
community theater.

He is constantly reinventing himself.
That’s what struggling artists do.
While he could do without the struggling aspect of his chosen
vocation, his life revolves around the arts. And children. He
can’t imagine doing anything else. So he does it all.
“I do most all of the art forms,” he said.
It’s a philosophy he embraced when he decided to work in
the arts some 30 years ago.
“Visual, music, dance or theater. All of the art forms feed
one another as I do whatever I do.”
Bostick’s base is theater and storytelling with an emphasis
on African and African-American history and culture, but he
can build a presentation around any theme or topic. After
graduating from Grambling State University in Louisiana
with a bachelor’s degree in theater, he worked toward his
master’s in acting and directing at OU.
He quickly realized that bringing aspects of other arts into
play would help him better portray characters on stage and
enrich his storytelling. “That’s what led me to being a
Renaissance artist,” he said.
His ability to bring characters and stories to life has made
him a favorite among school children for years. Dressed in
colorful and boldly patterned African clothes and jewelry, his
appearance intrigues and delights. Plus it’s a great
conversation starter.
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“I tailor my dress to whatever I’m doing, but I do want
them to recognize that this is an African-American connected
to what they’re doing, and I make sure they understand
that,” he said. “That’s another way to open dialogue to
children and help them appreciate it.”
He captivates too as he sings and plays an African drum.
And there may be dancing. What child wouldn’t like that?
“I discovered my calling a long time ago,” he said.
Bostick’s joy comes from working with children,
particularly African-American children and those from other
cultures. He used to say that African-American children had
no fantasies — no princesses or kings in fairytale books.
“I started a quest looking for African princesses,” he said,
and that led him to other stories. “I discovered African
folklore ... and it broadened itself that way for me,” he said.
Even as a junior high student in New Orleans, Bostick
loved the arts. His school gave away free tickets to the opera
and he went every time. He remembers hearing Beverly Sills
sing and seeing the ﬁrst black production of “Carmen.”
“My mother and grandmother and Godmother and all of
them said even as a young kid that I was probably going to
be entertaining someone,” he said. “I was always kicking up
my feet, twirling a stick or doing something artistic.”
When he went to college, he was set on being an English
teacher. “I auditioned for my ﬁrst play and fell in love with it.
I had to change my major.”
Then he had to call his mother, who worried how he would
make a living and where he would work.
“This is my passion and this is where I belong. I try not to
worry about it. I think it will take care of itself.”
He feels even better when he gets letters from children and
their parents. One parent thanked him for being part of a
school program. “Isn’t it wonderful that children can know
that stars dance and rivers sing,” she wrote. A woman now
living in Germany sent him an email thanking him for

teaching her to ﬂy without strings.
As a child she was shy and he
helped her to see possibilities.
“That makes part of what I do
worthwhile,” he said. “You don’t
know how many children you touch, to
what extent you touch them.”
Because Bostick embraces so
many aspects of the arts, he has
even more opportunities to make an
impact on children as well as adults.
Being a man of many skills keeps
him busy much of the time, but he
would welcome more work.
“I always describe it as feast and
famine,” he said. “Sometimes I’m very
busy; other times it is a very slow
process”
Now is a slow time. Often he’s
booked months in advance but
sometimes he needs the work
immediately. February is a busy month
with black history and then summer
brings a library tour with storytelling
and plays based on a summer reading
theme.
To pay bills, many Oklahoma artists,
whether they perform, paint or dance,
take a 9 to 5 job, making their art parttime or an avocation. “But they’re no
less passionate,” he said.
“This is what I do every day. I don’t
have a 9 to 5. I’m constantly trying to
invent and reinvent so I’m working in
my art form every day. I think that’s
what separates me from a lot of the
artists I know.”
Oklahoma artists face other
challenges, he said, including
sometimes having to justify their prices.
“As an artist, if I say I’m going to do
this for 45 minutes and keep 100 to 150
people entertained, they say can I do
that for $25? Sorry, I can’t.”
Bostick knows that’s just the way it is
so he does all he can to enlighten the
public and improve his skills. He
constantly researches and participates
in workshops and classes so he can
bring that knowledge and entertainment
to others.
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“Yes, it’s a full-time job. I couldn’t see myself doing anything
else,” he said. “That’s what keeps the drive going. I made that
promise to myself early in my career. I want to make my living as an
artist and I’m not going to do anything but that job. I stand on that
platform and try to get other artists in the community to realize that
this is how it works.”
He even carries such thinking to his acting students. “I always tell
them to work on the fear of your passion so that your passion will be
your work. Most of us fear that our passions are hobbies, that they’re
not meant to bring us work to pay bills with. We simply have to do
that thing because it’s our passion, part of what we do, but we don’t
expect to be paid for that. Why can’t your passion be your work? A
person who is a doctor, their passion is medicine. A lawyer’s passion
is the law.”
Bostick is an outspoken advocate for the arts. He would love to
see the arts back in schools, promising talent encouraged to stay in
the state and development of a community theater row similar to
what’s happening in other cities. And it would be wonderful see live
theater and dance companies performing in Bricktown, he said.
Being a full-time artist in Oklahoma isn’t easy, but he forges
ahead. If performance bookings aren’t coming in, he may turn his
attention to visual arts and his African and African-American
paintings that are so bold and colorful.
“I was not born in Africa, Africa was born in me,” he said. “I have
that philosophy. In order to be myself, I have to see myself. Since I
see so few African and African-centric in books and works ... I
surround myself with those images and I create those images.”
He said he sold three pieces recently. “That’s how I paid the rent
this month.”
A self-described master storyteller, griot – a West African
historian, praise singer, poet and/or musician – and Renaissance

man, Bostick is an artist in residence and on the touring roster for
the Oklahoma Arts Council. He is also on the teaching roster for the
Arts Council of Oklahoma City. His has received a Governor’s Arts
Award for Arts in Education and a Commendation for Arts Excellence
from the state. And he continues to direct and perform in local and
regional theater.
Through Basically Bostick Projects, his performances teach,
stimulate and entertain. On his schedule is a school conference in
Louisiana on improvisation and role playing to help students feel
more comfortable in speaking out against tobacco use. It’s different
than most of his presentations, but it’s another way to help instill
self-esteem and conﬁdence in young people and to help them use
their imaginations for skits or plays.
Bostick was born in New Orleans and lived in Washington, D.C.,
until he was 12 when he moved back to Louisiana. He was
surrounded by a houseful of grandparents, aunts and uncles and
other elders in the community who had a hand in his upbringing. It
was that whole village raising a child type environment, he said.
And he was exposed to music, dance and theater.
College prepared him culturally to work on his master’s at OU, but
he said he had “to ﬁght tooth and nail to be a part of the theater
there.” It was the early 1970s and he was the odd man out.
Once in a makeup class, the instructor told him to choose from
two makeup shades — Negro No. 2 and Dark Egyptian. “I said I am
neither.” The instructor asked, “What should I do?”
“I said buy more makeup. They didn’t have very many AfricanAmericans in theater there.”
OU learned from him, just as he learned from the school. “I guess
it helped them realize too that you’re sort of a teacher as well as a
student. If I’m on stage with you, you can’t put me under green light.
I turn gray.”

In the summer of 2011, Bostick provided theater and storytelling instruction
for the blind and sight-impaired children participating in the NewView
Oklahoma summer camp.

Bostick embraces all of the experiences of his career and what led
him to this point in his life. Experience is the best teacher in the world
because it makes you stronger, he said. He uses those experiences today
in his acting classes.
“I tell people I’m the best kept secret in Oklahoma City. I offer them
something a little different, I think, in terms of what I do.”
That could be said for everything he does.
To call him a man of many talents is a bit of a cliché, but with
Bostick, the statement rings true. Just ask any child who has seen him
perform and left knowing that stars dance and rivers sing and the world
is full of possibilities.
“I cannot see myself doing anything else even as frustrating as it
sometimes gets.”
n

Oklahoma City artist, actor and storyteller Al Bostick will be
starring in a production of “Pieces of Her” in November at
Douglass High School, 900 N Martin Luther King Ave.
Performances will be Nov. 8, 9, 11, 15, 16 and 17. A matineee
will be at 3 p.m. on Nov. 11; all other performances will be at
7:30. Tickets are $15 or 2 for $25.
Bostick’s African and African-American paintings also will be
on display and for sale.
For more information, call 521-8040.
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COMMUNITY
FIGHTING THE DRAGON:
Paddle For The Cure
by M. J. VAN DEVENTER

W

omen facing breast cancer often
equate their quest for survival with
fighting a dragon. Recently, the
annual Oklahoma Regatta Festival
on the Oklahoma River featured breast cancer
survivors battling a different kind of dragon ~ a
4,000 pound dragon boat they raced in their
“Paddle for the Cure.”
The Dragon Boat Team, comprised of breast cancer
survivors from across the state, opened the OG&E
NightSprints events in an Oklahoma River Festival. Proceeds
from the dragon boats race beneﬁtted the Susan G. Komen
Race for the Cure for Central and Western Oklahoma.
Lorna Palmer, executive director of the Komen regional
ofﬁce, said, “We were so honored to be partners with the
Oklahoma River Sports and the Boathouse Foundation to
engage a broader audience and raise awareness about breast
cancer.”
She added, “All of the volunteers on our dragon boat want to
come back and compete in the race again. In fact, they are
now recruiting other cancer survivors to participate in the
Stars and Stripes Regatta next July and in the Oklahoma
Regatta Festival next September.”
Palmer was among the Komen staff and volunteers

participating in the recent event. Her 11-year-old son also
accompanied her in the race. “I think we’ve got a paddler in
the future,” she laughed.
She noted, “The Central and Western Oklahoma Komen
afﬁliate is part of the world’s largest and most progressive
grassroots network ﬁghting breast cancer. Since 1974,
through events like the Komen Oklahoma City Race for the
Cure, the Central and Western Oklahoma afﬁliate has invested
more than $9 million in community breast cancer programs in
their 47-county service area.”
Race for the Cure has been a popular and successful event
in fund raising efforts to ﬁght breast cancer; Paddle for the
Cure is a new venture drawing attention all across the United
States.
The OKC dragon boat racing event took its cue from a WLRN
Television documentary presented last spring titled Conquering
the Dragon: Breast Cancer Survivors Race for Life. The ﬁlm
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traced how a number of women around the world created
triumph out of tragedy when they discovered dragon boat racing.
Set in Miami, Florida, the documentary revealed the efforts
of 20 survivors competing in 250, 500 and 2,000 meter
dragon boat sprints to increase their stamina.
Just as ﬁghting breast cancer requires discipline, mental
ﬁtness, stamina and teamwork with a medical crew, dragon
boat racing is a very demanding water sport, also requiring
orchestrated teamwork and mental and physical toughness.
According to the documentary, dragon boat racing has become
the ultimate team competition among breast cancer survivors.
Racers in this competition must follow a rhythmic cadence
of deep, long and hard strokes, and use their entire bodies to
pull the 4,000 pound dragon boats across the ﬁnish line.
Dragon boats bear a strong resemblance to the Viking ships of
a much earlier culture..
Thirteen Oklahoma breast cancer survivors competed in the
dragon boat race. Palmer explained the colorful boats ~ a
really long canoe with a dragon head ~ date to Chinese
history and require a drummer to keep the rowers on an even
pace. “It was amusing to watch us all try to stay in sync,” she
said. “This was a fun, competitive event for us and we didn’t
have any ideas about a championship.”
Aasim Saleh promotes river paddling programs for the
Oklahoma City Boat Foundation and said, “We are always
looking for new partnerships for the Regatta and other
boating and rowing activities. We visited with the regional
Komen ofﬁce, trying to involve them in the Regatta and this
18 ionOklahoma OCTOBER/NOVEMBER

was a great opportunity for them and our foundation. We have
all the resources and boats and an ability to get the breast
cancer survivors in the water.”
Saleh adds, “Paddle for the Cure happened in different ways
all over the United States. But this is the ﬁrst time Oklahoma
was involved. It was a unique new format as a fund raising
activity.” Fifteen teams, involving 300 participants, participate
in a variety of racing and rowing events during the Regatta.
Saleh, 29, grew up in Seattle and has been rowing since he
was 17. He became a professional rowing athlete and then
moved into the coaching and management ﬁeld eight years
ago. He joined the promotions staff of the OKC Boat
Foundation 1 ½ years ago.
The Regatta has been successful in attracting a variety of
special interest groups to rowing events ~ from senior citizens
to disabled persons. This was the ﬁrst time Oklahoma breast
cancer survivors participated as a team, Saleh said.
“The dragon boat race combined a great cause with one of
the most accessible forms of sports we do,” Saleh says. “On
any given day, we have children as young as seven or eight and
adults 90 or older participating in dragon boat racing. It’s by
far, the most accessible sport we offer on the Oklahoma River.
It’s a great way to get on the water, get ﬁt and stay healthy.
“Next to walking, this is the safest and most successful way
to be on the water. Most people can learn dragon boat racing
in 10 minutes. It’s very low impact. It gets the body moving,”
Saleh noted. “If you can sit in a chair, you can be a dragon
boat racer.”
n
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DINING

Mama Mia!
Custino’s Italian Kitchen
By TIM FARLEY

C

ustino’s Italian Kitchen, located at
2724 W. Britton, offers the finest
Italian food in Oklahoma in a very
unique fast casual atmosphere and at
prices that will make you shout “Mamma Mia!”

“We serve, for a mere $6.00, Bruschetta, Toasted Ravioli, Fried
Mozzarella and a unique, delicious Naan Bread Pizza,” Bud Elder
said. “The Pizza is a one of kind item that we make completely
from scratch once ordered – it can be topped with everything from
one of our meatballs to our Italian sausage or any vegetable we
have here.”
Salads are also a Custino’s staple, with its famous Sicilian
Chef, House, or Caesar salads available in various sizes and are
made with fresh romaine and spring mix.
“Our home made salad dressings are, at times, the talk of the
restaurant,” Elder said. “In fact, we have recently been
approached by a national chain who is very interested in our
homemade Italian vinaigrette.”
Self explanatory “Main Dishes” at Custino’s include the
signature Cheese Lasagna, Chicken Parmesan, Hand Pressed
Ravioli, Chicken Fettuccini Alfredo, Baked Ziti and Spaghetti and
Meatballs still on the menu, each at $6.00.

Owner Bud Elder
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Elder said that all entrees are available as single portions,
or in “Feasts,” trays that feed six to eight people.
Custino’s is a true family restaurant where children of all
ages are welcome, serving “Bambini meals for those under
12 including Chicken Nuggets, Spaghetti, Ravioli and
Chicken Fettucini.
“Rush Street Hoagies” describe Custino’s terriﬁc
sandwiches, from their world famous Italian Beef, to the
Meatball, Sausage, Chicken Parm and a new Naan Bread
Chicken Caesar Wrap. All are $6.00.
We slow roast a top round of beef all night in our spices
and juices and serve it with peppers, onions, or our spicy
gardineria,” Elder said. “We serve it ‘through the river’ with
the au jus.”
Another new component to the Custino’s menu are the “On
The Side” items, which include Custino’s Garlic Herb Potato
Wedges, Pasta Salad, Fruit Cup, Hummus Chips or sides of
meatballs or Italian sausage.
As a perfect close to any meal, Custino’s offers two
timeless Italian desserts, a Panna Cotta and a Tiramisu.
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“Our chef has created an exclusive fruit/berry sauce for
the Panna Cotta that was recently featured by U.S. Foods,”
Elder said.
Elder says that Custino’s Italian Kitchen is one of the
premiere local establishments in Oklahoma City, while
maintaining its commitment to keep prices reasonable.
“Whether you’re a church group that needs 200 lasagna
trays or just hungry on your way home from work, we offer
some of the best excuses to dine out in the whole metro
area,”Elder said.
Elder concludes by saying his restaurant has all the
convenience of a fast food chain.
“We offer a drive through window for call in service,” he
said. “Our customers can call 405-608-4420 and it will be
ready in ﬁve to ten minutes.”
Custino’s is open every day but Mondays from 11:00 a.m.
through 8 p.m.
2724 West Britton Road, Oklahoma City
facebook.com/Custinos
(405) 608-4420
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DINING

by HEIDI BRANDES

Along “lower” Western Avenue,
you can bite into a crispy oceanflavored fried oyster, sip on a
deep blood red Pinot Noir, enjoy a
slice of cheesy pizza or nibble on
a thick, barbecued rib.
On Oct. 25, all were available for
sampling as Chesapeake Energy
presented the 10th Annual Taste
of Western.
THE EVENT WAS HELD FROM 6 TO 9 P.M. ON THURSDAY,
OCT. 25 AT THE WILL ROGERS THEATER, 4322 N.
WESTERN AVENUE, and participating restaurants
include Cafe 501, Upper Crust Wood Fired Pizza, The
Metro Wine Bar & Bistro, VZD’s Restaurant & Club, 51st
Street Speakeasy, 42nd Street Candy Co, Republic
Gastropub, Iron Starr Urban BBQ, Hideaway Pizza,
Sushi Neko, Musashi’s, Coach House, Will Rogers
Theater, Kyle’s 1025, Bin 73, Pearl’s Oyster Bar, Big Sky
Bread.
Tickets were available at
http://www.visitwesternavenue.com for $60 each.
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“This is the 10th anniversary of Taste of Western,
and it is a food and wine tasting event that features
only Western Avenue establishments,” said Heather
Griswold of the Western Avenue Association, which
hosts the event.
“We focus on the area from 36th St. to Wilshire, and
we will have 18 participants this year, along with five
wine brokers. We’re going to have some great wine –
and beer for that matter – for people to enjoy.”
Each restaurant and establishment will have a table
at Will Rogers Theater so participants can walk around
and sample the goods. The theme this year is
“Halloween,” so the décor should be spooky fun,
Griswold added.
“It’s our 10th anniversary, and the event has really
grown. We started out with only about 100 people, and
know we max out on people coming to Taste of
Western,” she said. “We probably see 600 to 700
people each year.”
Along with food and drink, Taste of Western will also
had a silent auction from Western Avenue retail
merchants along with a live DJ. It’s all designed to
show off what a vibrant area lower Western Avenue
has become, said Griswold.
“It’s taken a lot of work. I started this about 11 years
ago, and since then, a ton of development has

happened along Western,” she said. “It’s more than Chesapeake
Energy too. We’ve had so much private development, and people
just want to be located on Western now.”
Besides events and support for Western Avenue merchants and
restaurants, The Western Avenue Association also works to beautify
the arterial street to lure even more business. It is a Business
Development District, and the retailers and businesses participate
in a self-imposed tax that helps fund improvements to the area.
“All the funds from Taste of Western will go toward beautiﬁcation
projects,” Griswold said. “Last year, we spent $10,000 on
beautiﬁcation projects on Western.”
Those projects include landscaping at the I-44 interchange as it
connects with Western near Bishop McGuinness High School, along
with tree planting and landscaping along the lower Western Ave. area.
Sponsors for Taste of Western include Chesapeake Energy, First
National Bank of Oklahoma, RCB Bank, Summit Bank, Total
Environment, Ben E Keith, Fox/CW, OPUBCO, This Land Press and
the OKC Friday.
n
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ENTERTAINMENT

Red Hot
and Red Dirt
A look at the Turnpike Troubadours
and the Red Hot Chili Peppers
by DUANE CLANCY

The Turnpike Troubadours
STARTING OUT ON THE RED DIRT CIRCUIT can
never be easy for a new band, but the Turnpike
Troubadours have deﬁnitely paid their dues. In the
early days, they put more than a few miles on their
vehicles in search of an audience. A few years
later, with three albums under their belt, all their
hard work is paying off and the audiences are easy
to ﬁnd.
They bring all the elements of a bluegrass/
country band together with a stylish ﬂair. The
band’s hard-driving percussion lines lend
themselves well to rock music and allows them a
growing cross-over audience as well as more
mainstream country lovers.
The powerful voice of front-man Evan Felker and
the consistently technical expertise of lead guitar
player Ryan Engleman make an almost
unstoppable duo. Teamed up with the musical
abilities of bassist RC Edwards, ﬁddler Kyle Nix
and percussionist Gabe Pearson, this home-grown
band is ﬁlling venues wherever they play.
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The Turnpike Troubadours

Hailing from Tahlequah, the band has had its ups and
downs. They went through a few members before landing with
their current line-up. Their shear tenacity and winning
attitude gave them the drive necessary to get places that
leave others in the dust, and they are now doing well on the
music charts. Of course, their hard-driving, down-home style
and interactive stage presence hasn’t hurt either.
They have recorded three albums to date. Their ﬁrst album,
“Bossier City,”made few waves on the music scene, but it did
give them some much needed recording experience.
“Diamonds and Gasoline” started to bring them out into the
light, especially with the lead track “Every Girl,” making #30
on the 2010 Texas Music Charts. This album was also a hint
of the band they were becoming: it was a true progression in
both style and content.
The Turnpike Troubadours have come into their own with their
newest album, “Goodbye Normal Street.” Their upbeat, countrybased sound and real-world imagery has ﬁnally reached the
hearts and ears of a much larger audience. Their new-found
success is evident in their recent European tours and a fully
booked schedule. Expect to hear more from the Turnpike
Troubadours in the future; they are deﬁnitely here to stay.
The Turnpike Troubadours’ full calendar is available on their
website, www.turnpiketroubadours.com.
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The Red Hot Chili Peppers
THE RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS WERE INDUCTED into the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame on April 14, 2012, but the way has
never been smooth for this band of hard knocks. They have
struggled with drugs and addiction since the beginning, in
1983. Addiction has caused many of the upheavals and
turbulence that has played so prominently in the band’s
history. Few musicians who have lasted this long are still as
active; and few have made as many waves on their rise to the
top of the heap.
For a while, their problems seemed never-ending. They lost
members to addiction. They revamped the line-up due to
professional and creative differences. They disagreed on how
the band should progress musically. They experimented with
different musicians on a temporary basis, only to drop them
due to personality differences and conﬂicts. In spite of these
setbacks, however, they persevered.
Running the gauntlet of creative expression from the
beginning, their styles have ranged from funk-rap
psychedelic, to a more heavy hitting progressive rock style;
swinging back to a combination of all their accrued melodic
knowledge and experience.
The Red Hot Chili Peppers are now on the second year of the
world-wide promotional tour for their tenth studio album, “I’m
With You.” Earlier in the tour, front-man Anthony Kiedis

experienced an aggravated injury to
his foot. His injury set the tour
schedule back a few months and
many shows had to be
rescheduled. Another “minor”
setback occurred when guitar
lead Josh Klinghoffer broke his
foot and was forced to wear a
correctional boot. According to
drummer Chad Smith, Josh plays
even better with the injury.
Vocalist Anthony Kiedis and
bassist Michael (Flea) Balzary are
the only two remaining original
members of Red Hot Chili Peppers.
Their style has changed slightly
over time, but they have remained
loyal to their original, unique feel.
The current members of the band appear to be simpatico.
Their musical styles are complementary, without the
conﬂicts brought on by the personal problems and drug
abuse that plagued them in the past. Their continued
success as musicians and artists, even after thirty
years of turbulence, is a ﬁtting testament to just how
far they’ve matured and grown personally and
professionally.
The Red Hot Chili Peppers were on the Oklahoma
rock scene in October with two concerts in the state.
The RHCP have a well detailed and user friendly
web-site at redhotchilipeppers.com. A
merchandise shop is available on the site,
including singles, albums, videos, live footage,
links to reviews, and events.
n

The Red Hot Chili Peppers
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J

ust a few miles Northwest of
Oklahoma City in the quaint town of
Piedmont is Chester’s Pumpkin
Patch and Party Barn. We had the
privilege to spend a late morning out on the
fun farm with the Chester himself, Robin
Ray Hocker. Bright orange pumpkins and
warm fall decorations greet visitors,
creating the perfect fun, fall atmosphere.
Hocker, creator and owner, is the deﬁnition of a do-it-all
man. He got his start making others happy 34 years ago
working events and parties as a professional clown and family
entertainer. Hocker was actually Ronald McDonald for ﬁve
years. He traveled across the nation working many events; all
before McDonald’s changed their marketing campaign and
sent Ronald McDonald into retirement.
Picking out a pumpkin is only the beginning of the
experience: Chester’s is a place for memories to be made. “I
get to be in the memory making business, I get paid to make
memories, how cool is that?” said Hocker.
Of course, he offers the traditional experience of picking out
the perfect pumpkin and taking it home, but don’t overlook

the petting zoo full, full of animals eager to be fed and petted.
T-Bone, the 2,000-pound longhorn, loves getting his picture
taken and showing off his giant horns.
Recently, Hocker built the world’s largest ant farm, and it’s
attracting national attention. Navigation skills can be tested
by going through the three-acre mystery maze that ends with
a giant slide. There is truly something for everyone who walks
through Chester’s gates.
During the month of October, Chester’s will see anywhere
from 20,000 to 25,000 people, and around 40,000 total for the
year. Indeed, business has grown so much that Chester’s has
gone from a one-man show to a farm with 28 employees—
many friends and family.
The price is only $8 and seniors 65 and older are free.
Hocker wants the price to be reasonable because he truly
want’s each mom and dad or grandparent to be the hero for
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the day to the little children. “Most people don’t have a lot of
extra money to spend each month and we want to make sure
that those parents or grandparents can be a hero in the eyes
of the little kids,” says Hocker.
Navigating through the mystery maze, Hocker explained
what he believes everyone must have in life: a funny bone, a
wish bone, and a backbone. This means he wants everyone to
be able to have fun no matter what they are doing in life, to
always be able to wish, hope and dream, and to be able to
make a decent living and stand for what one believes in.
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Taking care of the earth is also important to Hocker, which
is why he recycles whenever possible. Many of the items on
the farm are made from recycled or reused materials.
And he is constantly thinking outside of the box to come up
with new and different items for the farm for creating
memories. For a dose of excitement, he is toying with the idea
of a zip line stretching across the pond.
Chester’s is ideal for groups. Schools, church groups and
businesses sometimes utilize the farm as a venue for live
entertainment. Campﬁres with hotdogs and marshmallow
roasting are popular.
Hocker would like to see the farm become a tradition for all
who walk through the gates so that each year they keep
coming back and creating countless memories and smiles. He
takes pride in the fact that Chester’s is a genuine farm, full of
very real and unique experiences. Many don’t get the chance
to spend a day on a real farm and they love being able to see
the faces of all the ﬁrst timers. “We create a hands-on

experience where many kids and families get to experience
these different aspects for the ﬁrst time— and that is very
rewarding,”
Chester’s Pumpkin Patch is open until November 4th and is
open Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. and Sunday’s
1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. They are there and ready to give
everyone a spooktacular time full of great experiences and
carving memories one pumpkin at a time. For more
information, please visit www.chestersandcrew.com. n
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Hello, Goodbye,
Hello, Goodbye…
At JRB Art at The Elms in November

T

he narrative paintings of Denise
Duong, a perennial favorite of
JRB Art at The Elms, will be the
featured artist in November. Also
on exhibit will be a selection of small works
by gallery artists. These shows will open on
November 2, 2012, with a reception from
6:00 until 10:00 p.m. during the monthly
Gallery Walk in Oklahoma City’s Paseo
Arts District. The exhibit will run through
November 30, 2012.
“Hello, Goodbye,” is a four part series of paintings by Denise
Duong depicting the imagined lives of two people living in
four different historical periods. Inspired by a chance visit to a
large estate in California where the previous owner had
assembled a wonderful collection of machinery, art, and, and
travel paraphernalia, Denise began to wonder “Who were
these people? Who did they love? Where have they been in
their lives? What are some of the things that might have
happened to them?” While sifting through the couples
belongings, Denise began to create imaginary lives for these
people appropriating four very different times in history.
The ﬁrst series of paintings of the couple are set during the
French Resistance against the Nazi occupation. In this
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scenario, the couple is running from destiny, trying to ﬁgure
out the unknown, leaving things and loved ones behind,
remembering, loving and trying to hold on to hope.
The second series of paintings are set in the Dust Bowl,
America’s man-made disaster. These paintings are about
abundance, abandonment, and the enduring strength of
family. Denise believes that the Dust Bowl is something that
we should remember in order to prevent another disaster from
the abuse of our natural resources.
The third series of paintings is inspired by Denise’s family
story of leaving Vietnam and coming to America, the voyage to
the unknown. As a ﬁrst generation American, Denise is keenly
aware of the importance of her cultural past but realizes that
the journey is about creating a future.
In the fourth series of paintings the couple is living in the
present. They are trying to balance the good and the bad.
Each series of paintings ends with a piece that includes
music. Music is a unifying theme. Denise recognizes that
every era has its own music. Music accurately expresses the
mood of an era and provides a shared understanding of the
past.
Denise Duong, who studied at the School of the Art Institute
of Chicago, creates lyrical mixed media paintings on canvas.
Each of her paintings tells a story. Some are complete short
stories; others are epic in their ability to evoke experiential

memories and themes. “Life is a wonderful
narrative that is shaped by the lenses that the
viewer chooses to wear,” says Denise. A notable
characteristic of Denise’s work is the viewer’s
ability to immediately relate to its characters
and context. Her paintings’ whimsical
characters reference real life romanticized by
imagination and embellished with elements of
surprise. Duong layers her paintings with paper,
fabric, and paint, adding depth and complexity
to her images. Through her artwork, Denise
encourages us to forget the tragedy and
ugliness that we encounter every day and to
“savor life by absorption of every great
moment.” Denise’s sought-after paintings are
widely collected throughout the United States.
“Small Works Revisited” has been a very
popular annual event at JRB Art at The Elms,
featuring a collection of affordable 8” x 8”
works selected from artists throughout the state
of Oklahoma. This year, 2012, in addition to 8” x
The Strength of Us by Denise Duong

8” works, we are expanding our small works exhibit to
include individual artworks that do not exceed 16” x
20” and that retail for less than $1,000.
JRB ART AT THE ELMS PRESENTS a diverse roster of
emerging, established, and internationally exhibited
artists who create in a wide range of media including:
paintings, drawings, sculpture, ceramics, glass, ﬁne
crafts, functional objects, ﬁber art and photographs.
This 8,000 square foot award-winning gallery in
Oklahoma City’s Paseo Arts District changes its
exhibits monthly in a gracious environment that
fosters a dialogue between the arts and the larger
community while providing quality art for ﬁrst time
buyers as well as individual, corporate and museum
collections.
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Lose Ourselves by Denise Duong

JRB Art at The Elms, the former home of Nan Sheets
which was built in 1920, is located at 2810 North
Walker and is open Monday through Saturday, 10-6,
and Sunday 1-5.
Phone: (405) 528-6336
Website: www.jrbartgallery.com
Email: info@jrbartgallery.com
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FASHION

BCBG belt with pyramid-shaped studs, available
at Dillard’s, Penn Square Mall.

— LINDA MILLER
Photography: SHELLEY LOWE

YIKES, SPIKES.
They punctuate bags, shoes and jewelry this season. Who could
miss these ﬂashy little accents?
But they’re not the only metal of choice. Studs and chains are
making even more of an impact.
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Above – Pelle Moda platform booties with silver studs and Vince
Camuto spike-accented pumps, available at Dillard’s, Penn
Square Mall.
Right – Vince Camuto green suede bootie with stud and spike
acents, available at Dillard’s, Penn Square Mall.

We started seeing a sprinkling of spikes and studs a
couple of years ago, and the trend doesn’t seem to be
waning just yet. If anything, it’s evolving.
Evolving from punk rock and biker chic to a little edgy
and a lot sexy. There’s still a nod to rock ‘n’ roll and biker
babe, but the look is more sophisticated, even pretty.
That’s part of the appeal of this trend. It can be what
you want it to be.
Spikes and studs play their biggest role on
accessories, especially handbags and shoes, but
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clothing doesn’t escape unadorned.
Often it’s as simple as a sprinkling of
studs on a collar or a stud-accented
pocket on jeans. Even classics get a
dose of the unexpected. Spikes and
rhinestones embellish the shoulders of a
Sam Edelman trench coat. Burberry leather
gloves look street-chic when covered with
gold studs.
“Embellishments are important this
season, whether they’re studs, stones or
chains,” said Cindi Shelby, owner of Ruth
Meyers in Nichols Hills Plaza.
Like most trends, this one stretches
from high-end to budget. Forever 21
offers everything from stud-accented
sheer blouses to spiked cuffs. Or
how about a spiked iPhone case?
Get a rubber style for $7.80 at
Forever 21. Nordstrom’s answer

209 knit jacket with stud-accented
shoulders, available at Ruth Meyers

Left– Orla Kiely black and gold shoulder bag with
bold gold chain, available at Ruth Meyers.

Below– Robert Lee Morris hammered necklace and
earrings, available at Dillard’s, Penn Square Mall.
Model is Sarah White.

is a silicone and polished studded version for $16. Can’t
decide if you prefer gold or silver studs? A Marc by Marc
Jacobs black bag accented with gold, bronze and silver
studs is $598.
Perhaps no designer loves studs and spikes more than
Vince Camuto, who dresses up shoes and jewelry with the
shiny elements.
This season’s infatuation with heavy metal also includes
bold jewelry that gets its look from size and style. Look for
large hammered necklaces, wide cuffs and eye-catching
earrings so long they almost tickle the shoulder. Necklaces
take shape with multi-strand chains and metal tassels.
Chain handles and straps give even the most classic
handbag an edge.
“Embellishments of all kinds are important this season
and continuing for spring,” Shelby said.
So crank up the volume with dramatic heavy metal
pieces or opt for a softer statement with subtle accents. n
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TECHNOLOGY

Get Smart

Raise your green IQ while lowering your electric bill with
SmartHours through OG&E.
by KANNA DEUTSCH

O

klahoma Gas & Electric
Company (OG&E) wants
consumers to get smart about
their energy usage. In 2008,
OG&E began a research and
development project called SmartHours.
SmartHours is a program that uses
“smart” technology to help consumers
use energy wisely and reduce their
energy bills.

For current clients, the company guarantees
that the SmartHours program will not increase
one’s energy bill. At its worst, consumers will see
no change in their electric bills compared to
months prior to SmartHours. During one’s first year
of subscription, OG&E promises to calculate the
electric bill cost on both the SmartHours and
standard price plan and charge the lower of the two
amounts.
The program’s goal is to encourage users to
conserve energy during peak hours, which
generally is from 2 to 7p.m. on weekdays. The
company will also send users an advance alert, by
text message, email or phone call, detailing the
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peak price for the following day and the hours
during which that price will be charged. Peak
hours are the hours when there is the greatest
demand for electricity and depending on the
demand level that electricity may be more
expensive for OG&E to provide. Alerts will also be
sent out if there is an upcoming critical event,
which is an unexpected event that triggers an
above-average demand. The price for energy in
residential areas during off-peak hours is 4.5 cents
per kilowatt. Comparatively, the standard and
medium prices of energy during peak hours are
11.3 and 23 cents per kilowatt respectively.

However, if conditions warrant, this price can
reach a high of 46 cents per kilowatt.
Next-day peak prices are determined by daily
forecasts of customer demand. Based on that
forecast, OG&E allocates the production of
electricity among its power generation plants. The
company then determines which power plants will
generate additional electricity to meet demand
over the forecasted amount and calculates the cost
of that additional electricity. If the needed capacity
is close to the total capacity of the system, the
electricity becomes very expensive to generate.
Usually this is not a problem, but in summer on
especially hot
days, electricity
demand can
approach the
maximum OG&E
can generate.
When that
happens OG&E
calculates the
average power
generation cost
per kilowatt-hour
of the five peak
hours and charges
the customer the
price in his/her price plan that is closest to the
actual cost.
Included in the SmartHours package are a
SmartTemp Thermostat and 24/7 access to
myOGEpower. This device allows consumers to
customize their thermostat with lifestyle preference
settings and manual controls. MyOGEpower is a
mobile-friendly website where users track and
manage their electricity usage.
Besides the program, OG&E encourages
everyone to practice simple energy-saving
practices such as turning of lights and computers

before going to bed, using ceiling fans instead of
air conditioning units, and pre-cooling buildings
before 2 p.m. and then raising the thermostat a few
degrees during peak hours. Through these efforts,
OG&E hopes that maximizing energy usage in
homes will ultimately contribute to the global
energy conservation effort. OG&E’s commitment to
its motto, “a history of positive energy,” shines
through in such advances and proves that the
company is taking steps to endure that history and
provide for a positive tomorrow.
n
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SPORTS
Leaders of the Pack
The hard working athletes that are the Thunder Girls open
up about what it takes to stay on top of their game.
by TIM FARLEY

aTeshia began her fifth season as an
Oklahoma City Thunder
cheerleader in October and she’s
still a bundle of nerves before
every game.
Fans might expect veteran Thunder Girls to be more relaxed,
but LaTeshia says her jitters are created by the pressure of
putting on a good show, and entertaining the 18,000-plus
people who pack the Chesapeake Arena 41 times a season.
Last names of cheerleaders interviewed for this story have
not been used due to privacy concerns.
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“It’s more stressful having been part of the team before
because you have more to lose if you don’t make it,” LaTeshia
said.
Unlike the Thunder basketball team, there are no returning
starters for the cheerleading squad. Veterans must participate
in tryouts just like those who have never been part of the team.
And yes, LaTeshia was selected as one of the 21
cheerleaders for the 2012-2013 season. But some things
never change, even for a veteran like LaTeshia.
“Even though I’ve done it for four seasons, I still get nervous
before every performance and every game. I’m just a nervous
person and I put a lot of pressure on myself,” she said.
Since making the initial Thunder Girl squad, LaTeshia has
been a mainstay of the cheerleading team. In fact, she serves
as one of the captains, which places her in a leadership role.
“It’s a big responsibility being one of the captains. I have to
set a good example for my teammates. I try to keep our spirits
up, stay focused, encouraging and spirited,” she said.
It’s no wonder LaTeshia is one of the team captains. Fans
can pick her out rather easily because of her explosive moves
on the court, her perpetual smile and that intangible
leadership quality that screams, “Follow me.”

No pain, no gain
Still, being an NBA cheerleader isn’t all glitz, glamour and
glory. Sure, the fans at games and special events see the
ﬁnished product of long, difﬁcult practices, new dance
routines, off-season training and weekend mini camps. It’s
hard work, sacriﬁce and in some cases, it can be downright
painful.
“Injuries do happen,” LaTeshia said. “It’s not uncommon to
have pulled muscles, knee injuries and back problems. Last
season, I made a few trips to the chiropractor to have some
adjustments made.”
The Thunder cheerleaders practice three days a week during
the season for about three hours each time.
“It could be longer depending what we’re trying to do,” she
said.
Now 24, LaTeshia is by no means over the hill, but she is
looking toward some future goals.

“I’m in my ﬁfth season and my body is aching and hurting a
little more than it did my ﬁrst season,” she said, with a laugh.
“I really want to get into doing more coaching and
choreography. I would like to be a professional dance team
coach, even for a D-League team and then work my way to
this level (NBA) again.”
But for now, LaTeshia and her Thunder girl teammates still
are excited to get that pre-game adrenalin rush that’s fueled
by the wild and crazy player introductions.
“The fans are on their feet and things are exploding,”
LaTeshia said. “It gets us hyped and it gets the fans hyped.”
Beyond that, the planned dance routines demonstrate to the
crowd the level of work Thunder Girls put in each season.
“Performing before all of those fans is indescribable,” she
said. “You get such a rush of energy. It’s an awesome feeling.
A lot of people don’t get to experience things like that. I cry at
the beginning of every game when I see all of those Thunder
shirts. I’m so proud and grateful for what I’m able to do.”
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Game night

Hey, rookie
As one of the Thunder Girl veterans, LaTeshia will be able to
play a mentoring role to eight new cheerleaders this season,
including Jenni.
The fact she made the team hasn’t truly sunk in for the
rookie from Tulsa.
“We’ve been making a few appearances, but it’s nothing like
performing at a real NBA game. That’s when it will deﬁnitely
feel real to me,” she said.
But Jenni isn’t totally oblivious to the Thunder organization.
Last year, she was a cheerleader for the Tulsa 66ers, the
Thunder’s D-league afﬁliate.
“I got to see a lot of what the Thunder does through them,”
she said.
Still, Jenni said she wasn’t sure she would make the team.
“I was absolutely nervous. There were a lot of good girls
there (at the tryouts). I would not have been shocked if I didn’t
make it,” she said.
Last season, Jenni participated in Thunder Girl tryouts but
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was not selected, which might have been an advantage this
time around.
“I knew what to expect and how things would be run,” she
said.
Her preparations included a summer ﬁlled with training,
attendance at dance workshops hosted by the Thunder dance
team manager and ﬁnally a move to Edmond.
“I wanted to make sure things were ready for tryouts,” she
said, of the move from Tulsa.
Jenni said she’s excited about her new role as a Thunder
Girl.
“I really like how involved they (Thunder organization) are
with the city and the entire state. It’s something that connects
people all over the place,” she said. “It hasn’t totally sunk in
what’s going to happen, but I look forward to seeing the
progression of the girls and the Thunder basketball team.
There’s going to be a lot of eyes on the team.”

‘Juggling act’
Whether veteran or rookie, Thunder cheerleaders also work
full-time or work part-time and attend college. Time is not a
luxury these ladies enjoy. As a result, time management
becomes an important factor for all of them.
“It’s a juggling act,” LaTeshia said. “You have to have the
attitude that ‘I can do it today’ and get it done. When I’m tired
I think of another girl who was on the team and attending law
school at the same time. You can get exhausted after a long
day (at work) followed by a big win at home. You’re just worn
out, but when that happens you usually don’t have a hard
time getting to sleep.”

Role models
Although their main job is to cheer and excite the crowd,
Thunder cheerleaders now are considered role models,
especially for the young girls.

Jenni ‘s audition

“One of my favorite parts about this is meeting a lot of
great people and interacting with the fans, especially the little
girls. I love it when they come up to me and want their
pictures taken. I still remember myself when I was that young
and had certain people I looked up to,” LaTeshia said.
“We do so much in the community and we want to be good
examples and we work hard at it,” she said.
With thousands of fans watching them every game, this
season’s Thunder Girls will have new uniforms and some new
dance routines.
For Jenni, those new uniforms and dance routines will ﬁt in
with the rest of her life.
“The last few months have been full of new things for me,”
she said.
There’s a new city, new job, new friends and a new
residence, which she shares with two other Thunder
cheerleaders.
“I feel like I have a home now,” she said. “It’s a good place
n
to be.”

PEOPLE
YVONNE KAUGER
A Supreme Court Justice with a passion for art
by M. J. VAN DEVENTER
photos by AMY TACKETT ROBERSON

W
Above – Oklahoma Supreme Court Justice Yvonne Krauger
Top – Circle of Life is a replica of the bronze sculpture
commissioned in 2009 for the Oklahoma Banking Department
as an Art in Public Places project. Artist: Kelly Haney

hen Yvonne Kauger began
working for Justice Ralph Hodges
Sept. 2, 1972, as the court’s first
woman staff lawyer, she
immediately began to covet the building that
then housed the Oklahoma Historical Society.
Perhaps she could see the OHS building from
her office at the State Capitol?
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Blackburn, Director of the Historical Society, “I want your
building. Go ﬁnd a new home.”
The Oklahoma Supreme Court ﬁrst held proceedings in the
basement of the Huckins Hotel, downtown. Eventually, space
was found for the Court within the State Capitol. But there
were always whispers about the need for a more appropriate
and digniﬁed home for this important judicial body.
Yvonne turned those whispers and hushed rumblings into a
reality.
The seed for change was planted in 1997, when Yvonne,
then Chief Justice, addressed a joint session of the
Legislature on the “State of the Judiciary” and asked for funds
to renovate the History Center as a new home for the Supreme
Court and build a new History Center.
It took three different bond issues, $10 million and several
years for the new History Center to be built before Yvonne’s
dream would be realized. When the History Center moved to its
new home in 2005, work began on the transformation of the
old History Center. Construction was periodically stalled, while
waiting for more state appropriations.
Even when Yvonne’s vision of grandeur for the Supreme
Court’s new home was just an architectural blueprint, she
says, “Like an interior designer, I’ve always been able to see
things ﬁnished. Then I learned not everybody sees that way.

Above – The glass tepeeillustrates Oklahoma’s future – honoring our
Native heritage while embracing the path that lies before us.
Artist: DG Smalling

Why the affection for this building? A 1930s-era three-story
building fashioned of Georgia granite and Indiana limestone.
Designed by Solomon Layton, who also was the architect for
the Oklahoma State Capitol, Yvonne recalled, “The Society’s
building just looked like the United States Supreme Court and
at night the building looked like the Lincoln Memorial,” both
in the nation’s Capitol.
Even before she was appointed as a Justice to the
Oklahoma Supreme Court, March 14, 1984, by Governor
George Nigh, Yvonne had her eyes and heart set on the History
Center as a home for Oklahoma’s Supreme Court.
She did not keep her wish a secret. She often told Bob
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Yvonne Kauger in her office with some of her personal art collection.

But I had a vision of the completed building before the walls
were ever ﬁnished.”
She served as chairman of the building and art committees
for the renovation and said, “Every piece of art found for the
new building has completed the circle of bringing these
objects ‘home.’ ”
Some of the funds for the building’s paintings and
sculptures came from Oklahoma’s Art in Public Places
legislation. Yvonne had long been aware of the History
Center’s vast art holdings ~ valuable art with little space for
display in that Center’s facility, in its previous and current
home.
Much of her work on the new judicial building involved the
joy of “raiding” the History Center’s art collection to enhance
the new Judicial Center. She found priceless art tucked away
in the basement, and rescued paintings and sculptures from
obscurity. She brought them into public view. Sixty-ﬁve
percent of the art in the new Judicial Center came from the
Oklahoma History Center on a long-term agreement.

“But they’ll never get the art back,” Yvonne laughed. “I now
call our Supreme Court building the History Center South.”
Long an art and history enthusiast, Yvonne’s conversation
about the building is laced with stories of the art treasures
she found on this journey. A special ﬁnd was two busts ~ one
of Wiley Post, another of Will Rogers. They were camping out in
the basement of the History Center. Both had been
commissioned by Frank Phillips in 1938 for $25,000. Herbert
Adams, well known for many of his sculptures in the nation’s
capitol, was the artist.
“Today, those busts are worth $406,000,” she said. Will
Rogers now presides in Chief Justice Steven W. Taylor’s ofﬁce.
Wiley Post greets visitors at the Judicial Center’s impressive
front entrance.
Much of the art also has been created by some of the state’s
most prominent artists. Among them Jean Richardson, Bert
Seabourn, Jim Van Deman, Betty Price, Brent Learned, Jim
Bruce, Patrick Riley, who rescued a series of Mopope murals
found at Southwestern State University, and Mike Larsen,
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to provide art for the building. Each painting or sculpture
represents some connection to the building and Oklahoma
and all of the judicial commissioned works are by Oklahoma
artists.
The tone for the architectural and interior design of the
building was set by a series of murals, painted in 1934, as
commissioned by the late artist Nan Sheets, when she was
head of Oklahoma’s Works Project Administration.
These murals were saved from destruction when Sheets
discovered they were going to be painted over in a facelift
procedure. She bluntly asked those in charge, “What were you
thinking?” The murals were salvaged, Yvonne noted. Another
great ‘save for the building and Oklahoma’s art history.
“This was always meant to be the Supreme Court’s

widely known for his ﬁve ballerinas mural at the State Capitol.
Visitors familiar with Native American art also will recognize
other famous artists’ work.
Brent Learned painted a buffalo for a ﬁrst ﬂoor gallery,
studied it after it was hung and asked Yvonne if two more
paintings could be hung beside his buffalo. “My buffalo is
lonely,” Learned lamented. Lovely Native dancers now ﬂank
the buffalo.
Yvonne credits one of her staff lawyers, Kyle Shiﬂett, for his
tireless work with artists across the region, encouraging them
Right – The Light Horsemen mural was commissioned specially for the
Oklahoma Judicial Center. Artist: Jean Richardson
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building,” she said. More important to Yvonne is the
building belongs to all Oklahomans. On a recent
foray through the building, she encountered old
friends from southwestern Oklahoma. “Is it okay to
tour on our own?” they asked. “Of course,” she said.
“It’s the people’s building. It’s your building. Enjoy.”
Yvonne’s calendar notes numerous scheduled
tours. Obviously, her message is reaching the
public, that this magniﬁcent building is an art and
architectural treasure for all Oklahomans to visit
and enjoy. n

Right – The commissioned Eagle sculpture is twenty-eight
feet in length and is mounted in the open atrium spanning
the first, second and third floors – an alcove of more than
forty feet. Artist: Patrick Riley
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COMMUNITY

Bright Star

by KANNA DEUTSCH
photos by HOLLIE NIBLETT

“T

he stars look down and see a future bright at last.” The cast of
Billy Elliot on Broadway sings these lyrics during the play’s
opening number and, this past month, one of those cast members
was a young boy from the Oklahoma City area. The final words of
his biography in the show’s playbill read, “This one’s for you Toby.” Toby is
Toby Tobin, the Performing Arts Program Coordinator at NW Optimist
Performing Arts Recreation Center in Oklahoma City. Assisted by a small
staff and “a whistle that’s killer”, she runs summer camps and year-round
classes to teach the craft of performance art to young, aspiring thespians.
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This year is Tobin’s seventeenth year with the Parks and
Recreation department, the ﬁrst four of which were part-time
and the rest full-time. After obtaining a two-year degree from
St. Gregory’s, Tobin went on to Oklahoma University, where she
graduated with a B.A. in Fine Arts.
Over the years, Tobin has seen a number of her young actors
and dancers grow into professional performers, including her
own daughter, who is a successful singer/songwriter in Los
Angeles. One of her current assistants says that his
experience in the camps and classes broadened his horizons,
helping him to learn more about himself. “I’ve learned so
much more in the ﬁve to six years that I’ve been here. I’ve
learned to make friends, to open up a bit more, to be the weird
person that I am. It started my career as an actor,” he says.
Another one of Tobin’s children used her talents not to
convince an agent to hire her, but instead to convince her
school’s faculty that she was blind and, therefore, could not
take that day’s exam.
Watching her students become professional performing
artists is clearly a point of pride for Tobin. “If I had a lot of
money, I’d have a lot of kids, but I don’t so I have to borrow
other people’s kids,” she says. Theater is often seen as a dying
medium, with more emphasis being given to television and
movies. Keeping the beauty of theater alive is both a passion
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of Tobin’s and a prime mission of the camps. “I like opening
the kids’ eyes to theater. It’s an art that you have to keep
reintroducing,” she states. Even for those who are not looking
to pursue a theater career, Tobin says that, “There is no ﬁeld
that you can go into that this experience won’t be helpful.”
Enrollment is available for kids from ages six to seventeen
and average class size ranges from 35 to 50. “Actually ﬁfty is
too many, but sometimes I get a kid and they look at me with
their big blues,” Tobin says. While her heart wavers in the face
of baby blues, her principles concerning the program’s

purpose remain steadfast. “One of my standard things is if
you guys need a babysitter, you’re in the wrong place,” she
says. Not to be confused with a day care, the program is for
youths who genuinely wish to study the craft. “They work their
tails off, even the six and seven year olds.” For Tobin, working
hard in the theater stems from taking ownership of the
theater. “We start every day with a company meeting. I love it
when they feel like they’re part of the company. They take
ownership of the company—come out of their shell.”
Tobin insists that every student performs at least two lines
in every production. “Every kid gets a part, even if I have to
write it in myself,” she says, adding, “I think it’s important
that they be a part of live theater, and have a feeling of
everyone standing and clapping for them.” In a very Glee
fashion, her strategy exposes otherwise introverted kids to the
thrill of performance and creates a shared sense of ownership
within the company. Her ideas must be working, for not only

are students consistently returning every year, but former
students are also returning as employees. The majority of
Tobin’s junior staffers were kids who came up through the
camps and decided to stay and work as instructors. Isaiah, a
former student and current employee, says, “I started coming
to the camps in ’07. I saw the Independence show and I
thought I had to be back next semester.” And when those kids
grow up, they send their kids. “I’m teaching the kids of some
of my ﬁrst kids,” Tobin says proudly.
With the consistent enrollment growth the company has
been experiencing, it will soon need more room than the space
they currently operate in. While Tobin is very grateful for the
space she has been given, she says that she needs a larger
arena in order to build, “a place that’s just for them [and
where] kids can be kids . . .I don’t want to have them under
my thumb, I don’t want to stiﬂe any of their creativity.” In a
larger arena, Tobin says she could consider installing a ﬂy
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system, a system used to make objects or people “ﬂy” across
a stage. However, ﬂy systems use up a large amount of funds
as well as space. Helping to provide such funds is Back Stage
Players, an organization created by “folks that are invested in
the success of the camps.” “All they care about is taking care
of the kids,” says Tobin. All proceeds go directly to the NW
Optimist Performing Arts Recreation Center. Those involved
with Back Stage Players also help build props and sets. Just
recently, the non-proﬁt purchased new mirrors for the studio.
“When I ﬁrst started, this was an empty building and now

it’s full of life,” Tobin says when I ask what her favorite
aspects of running these camps and classes are. The “life”
she talks about is evident everywhere. Even as a stranger
walking in, I can see the work-in-progress sets assembled on
the side, several Crayola ﬂower and name signs taped to the
wall, and the leftover glitter on the ﬂoor that will never
completely vacuum away. When I asked what her least favorite
aspects are, she pauses for a second, looks up at me, and
says, “I love my job—what’s not to like?” n

DESIGN

Going Urban

Jo Meacham of Urban Kitchens creates a modern,
functional space for a unique Midtown loft.
PHOTOS BY MICHAEL DOWNES

R

ob Lewis immediately fell for the
downtown lifestyle after moving to
Oklahoma City from Corpus
Christie, TX two years ago. He
lived at the Sieber Hotel for a year-and-a-half
before moving into his newly renovated home.
When it was time to purchase a home, Lewis looked at both
old and new houses and condominiums. Ready to take on a
project, he settled on a lofty space with a storefront view of
Hudson Avenue, a unique building full of possibilities in
Midtown. Some may remember the two-story red brick building
just west of the Federal Building; it was the long-time home of
Allen’s Café. Built in 1928, the building was originally used as
a plumbing supply store.
Midtown was definitely his first choice. “I like the Midtown
area because it’s so easy to walk to restaurants and shops and
it seems entertainment literally comes to you,” says Lewis.
Marva Ellard, the owner of the Sieber Hotel and an urban
developer, helped Lewis locate his new home near and also
served as his general contractor on the renovation.
Rob started the design process with Ellard and his cousin,
Walter Antin III, a Parsons School of Design and Harvard
Architecture graduate based in New Orleans. The building was
originally designed for two living spaces with the owner on the
ground floor and a second living space on the second floor.
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Both spaces are approximately 1,500 square feet.
Ellard’s experience with historic buildings was instrumental
in restoring the unique features of this building, especially the
storefront. While some of the original material remained,
tremendous care was taken to restore the front façade.
Working with his cousin, they decided to remove all the
interior walls and just start from scratch. “We started out with
an empty palate, a large brick rectangle with 15 foot ceilings”
he laughs. Like most lovers of modern spaces, the idea of a
separate dining room seemed like a waste of space to Lewis.
“I like the big space for entertaining. It’s totally open and
inviting now. When you cook in my kitchen, you’re looking out
onto Hudson Avenue and Oklahoma City.”
Jo Meacham, owner of Urban Kitchens, and designer
Michale Stapleton created a kitchen that was both modern
and functional. Lewis knew he wanted a modern feel for the
interior and says he got a lot of functional ideas for the
kitchen from his brother’s condo in Washington D.C.. He was
also sensitive to the age of the building he had chosen.

Rainforset granite countertops add artistic drama to a sleek, modern
design.

“Regardless of the modern touches we added inside, you are
never unaware that you are standing inside a nearly 100 year
old building,” he says.
The upper kitchen cabinets are hinged and fold up, unlike
traditional cabinets which open outwards. This allows for
larger cabinets in a smaller space. Each appliance was
carefully selected and strategically placed to insure that the
function and flow of the kitchen was easy and accessible.
Bamboo was chosen as the material for the bathroom
cabinets. The under-cabinet lighting gives the cabinets the
impression of floating above the tile floor. Behind the vanity,
the original glass block window was used to create a focal
point with an area for green plants, softening the modern
edge of the room.
Stapleton worked closely with Lewis in completing the
interior design and finishes for both the upper and lower
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Above – The original concrete floor and brick walls add historic
authenticity
Left – The floating bamboo vanity in the bathrrom is topped with
Carrara marble.

spaces of the building. The original concrete floors remain
with only a polish to make them shine. The original red brick
walls remain in place and sheetrock walls were used to create
interior rooms.
One of the special features of the home includes an original
walk in vault located on the ground floor beneath the stairs to
the second floor. “Being that we started with a completely
empty space I didn’t want to fall into the trap common to most
downtown lofts where useful closets are few and far between.
Useful and smart storage space has been a very high
consideration throughout the design process and this is evident
with the enormous master bedroom closets in both units.”

Rob Lewis is now the proud owner of a loft with an amazing
storefront view of downtown Oklahoma City, and says he
couldn’t be happier with the results. His property also has
some room for new construction. The possibilities are endless.
“A lot of my friends live in Edmond and they want me to
visit them there, but there is just so much to do literally right
outside my front door,” says Lewis. “Hudson is a great corridor
through downtown and midtown—the Myriad Gardens, library,
Civic Center, museum, restaurants—all within a few blocks.
I’m just waiting for a grocery store.”
A grocery store. Now, that’s a great idea.
The upstairs unit will be a two bedroom two bath 1500
square foot unit available for rent in December 2012. For
details please contact Rob at RCQLEWIS@GMAIL.COM n
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DESIGN
Windows by Design
Genia Stenseth gives some tips and tricks for beautiful
and long-lasting window treatments.
by HOLLIE NIBLETT
Photos by AMY TACKETT ROBERSON

A

friend of a friend. That’s how it
all started for Genia Stenseth
about ten years ago, when she
was first referred as a designer
for a prominent home in Oklahoma City.
Although her degree is in marketing, she always had an
eye and a passion for design. Following this passion,
Stenseth is now a full-service professional designer and
owner of Interior Concepts by Genia.
“People are sometimes reluctant to call a [design]
professional,” says Stenseth. She understands that those on
a budget often feel they need to be their own designer, but
she stresses how affordable it actually is to hire a
professional, even if on a short-term consulting basis. She
believes that getting something done right the ﬁrst time is
usually the most affordable in the long-run.
Prior to tackling the design elements of a window or a
home, Stenseth ﬁrst gets to know her client. “Before I
determine a design, I get a feel for the homeowner’s
personality, interests, aesthetic and how they want to use
their home. Are they wanting to evoke a beautiful and
orderly look, or one inviting and comfortable? There are so
many different functional aspects.”
She takes into consideration four basic elements when
approaching a design: functionality, scale, balance and
texture. Window treatments have their own practical issues,
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Top left – A simple café with custom rods allows natural
light into the room.

and these needs must be addressed before the
artistry and design elements come into play. For
instance, window treatments may need to block the
bright sun, provide privacy, absorb sound. Or, are
aesthetics the most important? Is street view an
issue? Sometimes it’s all of these.
“Sofas, beds and windows are the largest and
most dramatic elements in a room,” says Stenseth.
She goes on to say that window treatments,
accessories and paint are just a few of the tools she
uses to create the stage for the overall desired
effect.
“High quality fabric is very important and will
have the biggest impact on overall effect,” she
stresses. “But [the fabric] has to solve the practical
issues of the room ﬁrst.”
When considering draperies, it’s important to keep
in mind the length, width and type of heading. She
also looks at the details and construction of the
fabric. As a professional designer, she has a
workroom at her disposal. For the client, this means
they will be getting the perfect fabric, constructed
to their unique speciﬁcations and needs with details
not available in ready-made products. Products
constructed in a workroom such as hers are of high
quality and last for years.
Because the fabric choice has such a strong
visual impact on the room, Stenseth usually
recommends a plain, simple fabric for the windows,
saving the busy fabric for smaller items such as
pillows or small pieces of furniture. “Busy fabric
can date or dominate a room, so I add color through
the trims or tassels because it’s such a small part

Bottom left – Softness was adding to existing shutters with
custom made roman shades.

Top left – Café curtains with custom rods and hand sewn rings.
Top right – Dining room café curtains let light into the room.
Right – An example of an outdoor treated panel with a tie back.

and can be switched out easily.”
To ensure she chooses the perfect fabric for a window,
she will look at it in different lighting. She also pays close
attention to how the fabric performs: how it looks when
hanging, drawn or pleated. The quality of the hardware is
also a consideration. Custom, professional-grade hardware
is superior quality and actually not much more than those
found in common retail stores.
“Window treatments can also give the impression of
height and proportion or make a focal point,” she says.
Stenseth hangs curtains higher to make a window appear
larger. Or she hangs them beyond the window, giving the
illusion of width.
And panels aren’t just for windows. Where a window
frames a room, draperies can serve to frame an interior
space. “Curtains can create a dramatic effect in the double
door openings between rooms inside the house,” she says.
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Custom panels add drama, width and frame bedroom
window. Café panel provides a layered look and
added privacy.

In these instances, she drapes the curtains with tiebacks, which adds a look of drama to a room.
Stenseth also frequently utilizes curtains in
outdoor living spaces, as the outside surfaces tend
to be “hard.” “Drapery can soften the overall
effect.” For outdoors, she uses a special
indoor/outdoor fabric that is treated and won’t
easily fade in the sun in addition to being mildew
resistant.
Why all this attention to detail? Simply put,
Stenseth operates under the philosophy that quality
materials and craftsmanship are beautiful and
long-lasting. “That in itself will create a beautiful
and inviting home.”
Interior Concepts provides full-service design
consulting and services. Genia can be reached at
(405) 414-4066 or email at
n
genia@interiorconceptsokc.com.

These draperies provide a dramatic vignette for the
master bedroom.
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TRAVEL

CAPTIV
C
by LINDA MILLER

S

ome 70 stories below the
Earth’s surface is one of the
largest and most magnificent
rooms in America.

It’s cool, literally, and decorated with mammoth
formations that rise from the ground or hang like
icicles from the ceiling, greeting visitors as they
navigate the one-mile path around the perimeter of
the massive limestone chamber. This is the Big
Room, the centerpiece and most popular among
visitors to Carlsbad Caverns National Park in New
Mexico.
Getting to the Big Room is easy and swift in an
elevator that transports visitors 754 feet below the
desert in a minute. Those in good physical condition
and time to linger can opt for the natural entrance
trail, a steep 1 1/4-mile descent that will give leg
muscles and lungs a work out. Be warned: It’s the
equivalent to about 79 stories from the cave entrance
to the Big Room.
Right – The Totem Pole formation in the Big Room
in Carlsbad Caverns National Park.

Credit: NPS Photos
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The cavern entrance at Carlsbad Caverns National Park.

Whether it’s a ﬁrst visit or a ﬁfth, the Big Room impresses
and lives up to its name. Six football ﬁelds could ﬁt into the
chamber, which is some 20 stories tall at its highest point.
This is a playground for spectacular stalactites, stalagmites,
columns, soda straws, popcorn rock and helicites. It’s
impossible not to linger and marvel at the wonders, so large
and intriguing.
Though the formations and path are well-lit, the room itself
is eerily dim. And quiet. Visitors are encouraged to talk softly,
not only because sounds are magniﬁed in the vastness but
because this room commands reverence.
Just as it did in 1898 when a teenage cowhand named Jim
White entered the cave for the ﬁrst time after watching a
black cloud of bats escape from an opening. With a
handmade wire ladder, he descended 60 feet into the cave to
discover something so beautiful and natural that he worked a
lifetime to make sure others could see it. It took some
convincing at ﬁrst. Early on, he used a guano bucket to
transport hundreds of visitors into and out of the cave. People
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started showing more interest when photographs of the
cavern appeared in the New York Times in 1923. Congress
established Carlsbad Caverns National Park in 1930.
While the Big Room self-guided tour is the most popular,
guided tours to other parts of the cavern are offered. Those
tours vary in degrees of difﬁculty. Some are very strenuous
and require crawling through narrow passages. There’s even a
lantern only tour.
Exploration continues in the 117 limestone caves that are in
the national park. In May, a maze of passages was discovered
in Lechuguilla Cave, the deepest limestone cave in the
country. The most famous of the caves is Carlsbad Cavern
where the grandeur and underground beauty of the Big Room
continues to awe visitors just as it did a young cowhand more
than 100 years ago.
And those bats? Hundreds of thousands ﬂy out of the cavern
entrance every evening from about mid-April to mid-October.
The park service says the early-morning return ﬂight is just as
impressive as the bats converge after a night of feasting on

Above – Rock of Ages mammoth formation in the Big Room
in Carlsbad Caverns National Park in New Mexico.
Right – The Hall of Giants in the Big Room in Carlsbad Cavern in
Carlsbad Caverns National Park.

insects and re-enter the cavern at speeds of up 25 miles
per hour. The exodus and return can observed from the
outdoor amphitheater.
Every tour starts at the visitor center, whether it’s
ranger-led, self-guided with audio or through the natural
entrance. Summer is the most popular time to visit but
the park is open every day except Christmas. Wear good
walking shoes and a long-sleeved shirt or bring a
lightweight jacket. The Big Room is a cool 56 degrees
year-round.
n

Carlsbad Caverns National Park is 27 miles from the
town of Carlsbad in southeastern New Mexico. For
park hours, tours and other information, go online to
www.nps.gov/cave.
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REVIEWS

Book Buzz
by Malena Lott

F

all is ripe with big, lush books
from publishers. While others
might be reading J.K. Rowlings’
500 page adult tome, I’ll leave the
thick book to other reviewers while I give
lesser-known authors (and shorter reads) a
plug this month.
In the women’s ﬁction camp, Sarah Jio gives us a double dip
of history and contemporary mystery in her twice-a-year
stories that each feature a story from the
past and present and how the two
intertwine. Her latest is Blackberry
Winter, set in Seattle in 1933 and
present day about a missing child
(then) and a reporter’s story (now)
about a “blackberry winter” spring
snowstorm researching the
disappearance of the young boy back in
‘33. As usually happens with alternating
storylines and points of view, I favored one
over the other and it being the third Jio
book I’ve read, I typically enjoy the historical
tale the most, but the story as a whole is
carried off by the shifts in time. Mostly, I
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treasure her writing. She’s a great end-of-day read for me.
Pretty prose, but not so slow that I’m at risk of falling asleep
before I reach the end of the chapter.
New to me is the genre of “literary thriller.” I’ll
admit in the past when I tried to read thriller or
even straight mysteries, I never felt I got to
know the character well enough or there wasn’t
enough inner journey to keep me engaged in
the story. The literary thriller provides the
solution - great writing, in-depth character
development and a steady plot. I recommend
giving Australian author Michael Robotham
a read. I have two of his thrillers on my
nightstand now: Say You’re Sorry in
hardback about two missing teen girls,
three years later, and Bleed for Me in
paperback. He had me hooked from the ﬁrst page and his

prose is as lyrical as his dialogue is snappy. Turning the page is a
breeze with Robotham at the wheel.

Reading Roundup
I like to keep a literary carousel spinning so I can pluck whichever
book ﬁts my mood. That means keeping several non-ﬁction books
on hand, too. For the chicklets out there, I recommend Blacklisted
from the PTA by Lela Davidson and my own author, Heather Davis,
in her essay collection, “TMI Mom Bites the Big Apple” about her
ﬁrst trip to NYC. They are both funny mamas and essays
are the perfect length for bite-sized moments of zen.
Another non-ﬁction book I found amusing and
informational was Buy Shoes on Wednesday and Tweet at
4:00 by Mark Di Vincenzo on the timing of shopping, selling,
and yes, tweeting.
If you read YA (young adult), you know paranormal reads
continue to be hot, hot, hot. But you won’t ﬁnd any werewolves
or vampires in Buzz Books’ short story collection Something
Wicked: Short Stories featuring creepy tales by six authors,
including three from Oklahoma (Heather Dearly, Mari Hestekin
and myself writing as Lena Brown.) If historical literary ﬁction
gets a spot on your carousel, check out Painter of Silence by
Georgina Harding about wartime Romania in the 1950s, which
was shortlisted for the 2011 Orange Prize for ﬁction. Coming
November 1st, Buzz features its debut Swarm author, Lucie
Smoker, in her Houston crime novel, Distortion, and my fourth
book baby will be born: Something New, about secrets and second
chances set in Oklahoma City.
Malena Lott is an author and the executive editor at Buzz Books USA. Her next
novel, Something New, will be published in November. Connect with her at
malenalott.com and buzzbooksusa.com and on Facebook and Twitter @malenalott.
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PEOPLE

2012 30/30 Next
Gen Awards
We at ionOklahoma would like to introduce the innovative,
creative and inspiring young Oklahomans who were recently
honored at the Second Annual 30/30 NexGen Awards.
These are the leaders of tomorrow. They have made
significant contributions in their careers and community.

JASON ACOCK
Sonic, America’s Drive-In

BRITNEE BRYLES
KFOR/KAUT Freedom43

Having seen Oklahoma City change so much from childhood, Jason
wants to help continue that growth by being an ambassador and
making Oklahoma a place where people want to live, work and play.
He has lived and worked in other states, but his pride in Oklahoma
has never ceased. Jason’s community involvement has focused on the
arts because he believes our cultural experience is vital in deﬁning
who we are as a community.

Britnee helps share Oklahomans’ thoughts and opinions on topics
such as politics, sports and entertainment. Helping others has built a
ﬁre inside her that makes her want to do more for her community.
Within her career, she has honored hundreds of birthdays on air and
been a part of dozens of wedding proposals. In the future, Britnee
hopes to be working for E! Entertainment hosting Red Carpet events
and interviewing the innovators of Hollywood.
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CHRISTA COPELAND
Midwest Regional Medical Center

SARA CELI
KFOR/KAUT Freedom43
Sara’s career allows her to impact Oklahoma by sharing the rich
stories of Oklahomans on her nightly newscast. Her experiences on
TV and as a military wife allow her to standout in the Sooner State.
Sara’s involvement in Junior League and Operation Homefront has
provided her with the opportunity to share her God-given gifts and
talents and expand her personal experiences. In ﬁve years, Sara
sees herself telling stories, her ﬁrst passion!

Christa is inﬂuenced by the resilient, kind and hard working people
of Oklahoma. She believes her generation is unique because of the
techno-logical advances that create a better and healthier planet
for her and future generations. Christa has grown to adopt a “never
give up, make it work” attitude and in ﬁve years, she hopes to have
seized every opportunity that has landed in her lap and to be living
a happy, healthy life.

CAITLIN DEMPSEY
Grubb & Ellis | Levy Beffort

LAURA DUPREZ
Gaberino’s Homestyle Italian Restaurant

HOLLY FAUROT
Paycom

Oklahoma has taught Caitlin to know that no
vision is too big. Both personally and
professionally, Caitlin is impacting Oklahoma
through community development. Caitlin has
met many people from all walks of life through
serving the community in which she lives.
Having been a part of the founding group for the
OKC Hungryman Run, her work supports the
Neighborhood Services Organizations that
impacted more than 72,000 homeless and atrisk individuals last year.

Community service has allowed Laura to be
aware of the needs of others and to appreciate
the freedoms and opportunities available to her.
Laura sees her generation uniquely because of
the endless opportunities they have to help and
serve others, on a local and global scale. In ﬁve
years, Laura hopes to still be living in Norman,
running Gaberino’s with a second location in the
works!

Working at Paycom has given Holly the platform
to impact thousands of Oklahomans every week,
especially on Friday! Giving back to the community
allows Holly to realize how blessed she is and to
be grateful for everything that was given to her.
According to Holly, her generation will continue
to not only create, but adapt to new technologies,
striving to immerse themselves in capabilities
that will further the positive growth of the future.
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ELIZABETH GILLUM
Heritage Hall

BAILEY GORDON
Allied Arts

ELIZABETH GRAY
Walters Power International

Community service has encouraged Elizabeth to
make a difference in the world and given her a
renewed since of purpose. She says her generation is set apart from others because of the technology they have grown up with; it has shaped
how they interact and process information on
both a local and global scale. Moving to
Oklahoma from Seattle, Elizabeth has found a
sense of fulﬁllment, and possesses a constant
desire to do her part to help Oklahoma City thrive.

After traveling the country and experiencing
dozens of cities across America, Bailey knew
that Oklahoma was her ﬁnal destination. Bailey
sees Oklahomans’ hard-work, generosity and
kindness as a way of life. Bailey’s participation
in the arts since she was a little girl has
inspired her to work in an industry that ensures
they are available to everyone who wants to
experience them. In ﬁve years, Bailey sees
herself still advocating for the arts and being a
part of Oklahoma’s future.

Elizabeth has traveled all across Europe,
Pakistan and the United Kingdom engaging
governments and businesses in negotiations
hoping to provide power to communities all over
the world. She credits the technology “boom” as
making her generation unique from any other. In
ﬁve years, Elizabeth sees herself working on
multiple energy projects across the globe with
Walters Power International and living happily
with her husband and family.

ROBERT HEFNER V
Hefner Energy

JASON HINES
Chesapeake Energy Corporation

Robert’s roots in Oklahoma date back to 1905. Since then, Oklahoma has
provided his family a living in the oil and gas industry, the same
business he works in today. Striving to bring a historic perspective to his
generation, Robert keeps the lessons of the past in mind when planning
for the future. Robert seeks to start his own exploration and production
company that will rival the largest operations in the world.

Jason’s experience in the organization Oklahoma Intercollegiate
Legislature, a student-run mock government, cemented his desire to be a
public servant in this state. Born and raised in Oklahoma, his passion to
positively impact this state grows every day. Under the mentoring of W.
Roger Webb, former UCO President, Jason considers himself a servant
leader in that he looks to the needs of those he leads to solve problems
and promote personal development.
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NICOLE HOWELL
OPUBCO Communications Group

ASHLEY HURNEY
MTM Recognition

Nicole sees her generation as early adopters and highly social,
making them hard-working and determined to succeed! Nicole
strives to be number one in her profession and wants all her clients
to be as well. Her passion and belief that she can make a difference
in their businesses and their lives inspires her to be the best
marketing consultant possible. Being “Sooner Born and Sooner
Bred,” Nicole knows Oklahoma is the place she wants to raise her
family.

Ashley’s perspective of her generation is that they live and work with a
purpose, to do meaningful, fulﬁlling work. As a Special Olympic
Volleyball volunteer, she gets to share her passion of volleyball with
children and actively teach life skills associate with team sports. Ashley
lives for the moment when someone receives an award and their face is
beaming with pride. In ﬁve years, Ashley sees herself growing in the IT
ﬁeld and having completed her ﬁrst Memorial Marathon.

KYLE IMPSON
The Chickasaw Nation

GARRETT KING
U.S. House of Representatives

BLAKE LAWRENCE
Hall Estill, P.C.

Kyle credits community involvement as providing
him with a sense of purpose and drive outside of
his professional career. Working with the Chickasaw Nation, Kyle has the opportunity to positively
impact the lives of Chickasaw citizens in a
variety of ways. He believes through helping
individuals meet their personal goals and needs,
he can leave a lasting impression on their
community and state. Although ﬁve years seems
far away, Kyle plans to progress in his career and
receive his MBA.

Garrett’s work with Oklahomans over the past sixplus years has taken him across thirty-four
thousand square miles and thirty-two counties.
He works diligently for sound public policy and
responsible government, and expects to continue
his work for the state and her people. Garrett has
seen the sun rise on Broken Bow Lake in
McCurtain County and watched it set on the high
plains of Cimarron County, and proudly asserts
that Oklahoma is the greatest place on earth.

Blake’s community service opportunities allow
him to interact with Oklahoma high school
students participating in mock trial competitions
who want to pursue a professional path similar to
his. For Blake, this opportunity consistently
reafﬁrms why he entered into the legal ﬁeld and
encourages him to develop a deeper understanding of legal concepts. Blake is laying down
signiﬁcant roots in Oklahoma City and hopes to
assist in the continuing development of this state.
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KATIE MCDONNELL
Devon Energy Corporation

ABIGAIL OGLE
KSBI-TV

J. BLAKE PATTON
Fellers Snider Blankenship Bailey & Tippens, P.C.

Growing up in Texas and now living in Oklahoma,
Katie considers herself a “Texoman.” She is
thankful for the wonderful people who have
embraced, supported and given her opportunities
beyond what she could have ever hoped to ﬁnd.
She believes her generation is unlike any other
because of the opportunities and tools provided
for young people to succeed. Through community
service with The Children’s Hospital and Big
Brothers Big Sisters, Katie has learned how much
more full her life is by giving back to others.

Abigail’s family roots run deep through
Oklahoma; as far back as the Land Run. Her
knowledge of this state and passion for its
people are evident in her work at KSBI. She sees
Oklahomans’ willingness to assist others as
second to none. In the future Abigail sees her
self on the sideline—observing, interviewing
and telling the stories of athletes. She also
would like to be an inspirational speaker and
author of a book.

Working within the legal community, Blake
strives to uphold the promise of justice in all
matters in which he is involved. Being an
Oklahoman – born and raised, Blake lives his
life according to the state motto “Labor Omnia
Vincit” meaning Labor Conquers All Things. He
believes community service is the simplest way
to broaden ones world view and hopes to one
day travel to the far corners of the globe.

GRETA PUCKETT
VI Marketing and Branding

JEFF RILES, JR.
Phillips Murrah, P.C.

Amidst all of the traveling Greta has done, she says there is nothing
like the hospitality and friendliness of the people from Oklahoma.
The work she does with her clients at VI impacts Oklahoma’s future
by educating and inﬂuencing Oklahomans on how to eat better,
move more and be tobacco free. Through her career, Greta has met
inspirational people that drive her to work harder to make our state
healthier.

You often hear about Oklahoma’s pioneer spirit, it is that spirit that
inspires Jeff to work hard, pursue his passions, and moves him to
always be a part of the community. He is inspired by great people and
chose his career because of the inspirational people he interacts with
daily. Jeff sees the eclectic vitality that exists here and can’t help but
to be involved in the community. In the future, Jeff sees himself as a
public servant and at a Thunder National Championship basketball
game!
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AASIM SALEH
Oklahoma City Boathouse Foundation

JESSICA SHADID
Ackerman McQueen

A relative newcomer, Aasim relocated to Oklahoma City from Seattle
in early 2011. Immediately he was struck by the immense growth
that a few visionaries have inspired. He considers himself fortunate
to wake up every morning to do what he believes he was meant to
do. When Aasim meets a young person, he perceives that moment as
a crossroad in their life. The youth of Oklahoma City are his legacy;
they inspire him to do what he loves.

Jessica’s generation has had the opportunity to begin and ﬂourish in
their careers in one of the most exhilarating and burgeoning
conditions of the city they call home. Jessica sees volunteering as a
chain reaction that has a domino effect on those around you—
before you know it, you have networked with several people, made
friends, and most importantly, made a difference. She is inspired by
hard work, and fully believes you reap what you sow. In ﬁve years,
Jessica sees herself standing on the groundwork that she is
currently laying.

ANDREW SILVESTRI
Ofﬁce of Governor Mary Fallin

CHRISTINE SOILEAU
Greater Oklahoma City Chamber

CHRISTOPHER STAINE
Crowe & Dunlevy, P.C.

Andrew has lived, traveled and studied across
four continents over several years, but says that
no place has had a more profound impact on his
life than Oklahoma. Andrew has seen the impact
of community service on others by living with
families overseas to do mission work. He
considers himself fortunate to get to work for
Governor Fallin who impacts the lives of countless
Oklahomans. In ﬁve years, Andrew sees himself
at the Thunder’s 5th NBA World Championship
victory game!

Christine is the truest reﬂection of those around
her, their joy is her joy just as their sorrow is
also hers. She was born an entertainer and
ﬁnds her passion and joy in the smiles of other
people. Christine sees how her generation is
constantly looking for a purpose, a way to give
back, a reason to help, serve and protect those
who are unable to help themselves. Coming
from North Dallas, she credits Oklahoma for
growing her into a woman that is not afraid to
be herself.

Christopher is impacting Oklahoma’s future
through his work with community organizations,
such as the First Tee of Metropolitan Oklahoma
City and the Oklahoma Academy Town Hall. He
has learned that a minute of his time can have
a life-long, positive impact on his community.
Oklahoma has inﬂuenced Christopher to
understand his abilities and ﬁnd ways to utilize
them to advance his city and state. He is
consistently inspired by his family, who provide
him with unwavering love and support.
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JULIANN STRANGE
OKC Beautiful

MIKE TURNER
The People of District 82

CHRIS WATKINS
Gaillardia Country Club

Juliann is inspired everyday by the pride of our
community, the kindness of strangers and the
loyalty of friends. It is the people of Oklahoma,
the heart of this city, that inﬂuence Juliann to
live and work in Oklahoma. Juliann learned at a
young age the importance of giving back to
organizations that impact the lives of others.
Her involvement in Youth In Action, a class of
Leadership Oklahoma City, helped her realize a
desire to work in non-proﬁt.

Mike sees his generation as one built on action
and collaboration of talents. He focuses his
energy towards goals that can help lead by
example in a positive manner and aims to set
an example of a Statesmen for his generation.
Mike wants a future full of crafting legislation
that fosters innovation and self reliance so that
all of society may enjoy a higher quality of life.

Chris’ love for food and wine has inspired him
in his career. Making memories happen for
others is not only his passion but his
inspiration. Having lived in Oklahoma his entire
life, he is inﬂuenced by Oklahomans generosity
of time and resources. A family man ﬁrst and
foremost, Chris sees himself going on ﬁeld trips
and watching plays with his children and wife
in the future.

KELLY WELDON
Precision Therapy Services, LLC
Kelly sees Gen Y as the “always on, always connected”
generation that is unique due to their focus on positivity and
ﬁerce drive. Raised on a purebred Angus ranch, Kelly learned the
value of hard work and developed a strong dedication and love
for agriculture, family and the state of Oklahoma. In ﬁve years,
Kelly and her husband see Precision Therapy branching out into
other Oklahoma communities and states.
A scoring tie this year resulted in 31 honorees.
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